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ABSTRACT

One-decoy-state quantum key distribution with infinite length pulses can even approach the asymptotic case, i.e., infinite decoy

states and infinite length pulses. Due to the limitation of experimental time, we must consider the statistical fluctuation caused

by the finite number of pulses. The central limit theorem analysis method is an effective method, which can easily give the

upper and lower bounds of experimental observations. Combining the central limit theorem method with the theorem that the

ratio of two independent normal random variables can be approximated as a normal random variable under certain conditions,

we propose a more efficient method to estimate the secure key rate. Compared with using central limit theorem method directly,

our method has fewer bounds, smaller estimation deviation and higher estimation accuracy. The simulation results show that

our method can significantly improve the secure key rate and transmission distance when considering statistical fluctuation and

keeping the pulse number and security parameters unchanged, especially in the case of small pulse number (e.g. 107).

Introduction

Quantum key distribution (QKD)1–5 can provide unconditional secure shared keys for both parties (Alice and Bob) in long-

distance communications. The unconditional security of keys is guaranteed by the laws of quantum mechanics6–10. The ideal

quantum key distribution protocols require perfect single photon sources. At present, due to the limitation of technology, people

always adopt weak coherent photon (WCP) sources after phase randomization to replace perfect single photon sources. The

WCP source has a certain probability to emit multi-photon pulses, which may cause eavesdropper (Eve) to launch attacks on

the photon source side. One of the most powerful attacks is the photon number splitting (PNS) attack11–19. Fortunately, the

decoy-state method20–23 proposed later can resist this attack very well.

The essence of decoy-state method22, 23 is to estimate the lower bound of yield and the upper bound of quantum bit error

rate (QBER) of single-photon state more tightly by experimental observations, so as to give more accurate lower bound of

secure key rate. We can only get frequencies by experimental observations. However, when we use the decoy-state method to

estimate the secure key rate, we need the true probability rather than the frequency. In the asymptotic case, that is, when the

number of pulses sent is infinite, the frequency can indeed be approximately equal to the probability according to the law of

large numbers24. In practice, due to experimental time constraints, the number of pulses sent can only be limited, which leads

to the finite-length effect25–34, or called statistical fluctuation35–41.

The methods to solve statistical fluctuation contain standard deviation method40–43 and central limit theorem method44–46.

The security of the two methods is equivalent when the security parameters are properly set. In this paper, we only consider the

latter method. The central limit theorem method regards all observations involved as normal random variables when the secure

key rate is estimated by the decoy-state method. Given security parameters, the upper or lower bound of each observation is

used to replace the probability. In this paper, combining the central limit theorem method with the theorem that the ratio of two

independent normal random variables can be approximated as a normal random variable under certain conditions47, we provide

a tighter lower bound of the secure key rate considering statistical fluctuation. Firstly, we verify that the ratio of the gain of

signal state and decoy state Z = Qµ ′/Qµ does satisfy the condition of normal approximation, and then Z can be treated as a

normal random variable. Secondly, the upper bound of Z and the bounds of other observations involved can be obtained by the

central limit theorem method. Finally, the above bounds are substituted into the key rate formula and the secure key rate can

be obtained. Compared with using central limit theorem method directly, our method reduces the number of bounds needed

and estimation deviation, and improves the estimation accuracy. The simulation results show that the secure key rate and

transmission distance have been greatly improved by our method when taking into account statistical fluctuation and keeping

the number of pulses and security parameters unchanged, especially in the case of small pulse number (e.g., 107).



Methods

One-decoy-state quantum key distribution. In this subsection, we first describe the details of one-decoy-state QKD

protocol, then give the secure key rate formula, and finally the decoy-state method analysis is provided. Firstly, the steps of the

protocol are as follows:

1. State preparation: Alice emits pulses from signal source S or decoy source D randomly and equally. S and D are both WCP

sources with average photon numbers of µ and µ ′, respectively. The number of signal pulses and decoy pulses emitted from

Alice are Ns and Nd , respectively. Obviously, Ns = Nd . For the sake of simplicity, let Ns = Nd = N.

2. Measurement: Alice randomly and equally selects Z basis or X basis to measure the polarization states of the pulses emitted,

and records the selected bases and the measurement results. Then Alice sends Bob the measured pulses and Bob performs the

same operations as Alice.

3. Sifting: After receiving all the pulses, Bob informs Alice of the measurement bases selected for each position. Similarly,

Alice informs Bob of her choices of measurement bases for each position. Alice and Bob both retain the measurement results

of the corresponding positions with the same bases and discard all the others. In the absence of Eve’s eavesdropping, the

measurement results should be consistent at this point and are referred to sifted keys.

4. Error estimation: In the sifted keys, Alice and Bob disclose a small portion of their measurement results to estimate the

overall QBER.

5. Parameter estimation: Alice and Bob estimate the yield and QBER of the single-photon pulse according to the gain and the

overall QBER of signal and decoy state.

6. Post-processing: The post-processing procedure mainly includes error correction and privacy amplification. Error correction

is to adjust the keys that Alice and Bob have to be exactly identical. Privacy amplification is to compress the information that

may be leaked to Eve during channel transmission and error correction, so as to extract the totally secure key.

Secondly, according to Refs.22, 23, the formula of secure key rate is given by

R1 ≥ qQµ{− feH2(Eµ)+∆1[1−H2(e1)]}, (1)

or

R2 ≥ ∆1[1−H2(e1)]− feH2(Eµ). (2)

Eq. (2) is the extended result of Eq. (1)35, 36. In the above equations, q = 1/2 is the basis alignment efficiency, Qµ and Eµ are

the gain and the overall QBER of signal state, respectively, and they can be measured directly in experiments. fe > 1 is error

correction inefficiency with Shannon limit fe = 1. ∆1 and e1 are the fraction of the gain of single-photon state to the total gain

and QBER of single-photon state, respectively. H2(x) =−xlog2(x)− (1− x)log2(x) is the binary Shannon entropy function.

According to Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), to obtain the lower bound of secure key rate, we only need to estimate the lower bound of ∆1

and the upper bound of e1.

Finally, we will analysis the decoy-state method. In Refs.20, 21, the lower bound of ∆1 and the upper bound of e1 involved in

the decoy-state method analysis are, respectively, given by

∆1 ≥ 1−
µ2eµ ′

Qµ ′

µ ′2eµ Qµ

,

e1 ≤
Eµ

∆1
,

(3)

where Qµ and Qµ ′ are the gain of signal and decoy state, respectively. Eµ is the overall QBER of signal state. In the absence of

Eve’s attack23, Qµ , Qµ ′ and Eµ are, respectively, given by

Qµ = Y0 +1− e−ηµ ,

Qµ ′ = Y0 +1− e−ηµ ′
,

Eµ =
e0Y0 + ed(1− e−ηµ)

Y0 +1− e−ηµ
,

(4)

where Y0 is the background rate, e0 is the error rate of the background, ed is the misalignment-error probability. η denotes the

overall transmission efficiency and detection efficiency including the channel transmission efficiency ηch and the detection

efficiency ηBob in Bob’s side, that is,

η = ηchηBob = 10−
αl
10 ηBob, (5)

where α is the loss coefficient measured in dB/km and l is the transmission distance in km.
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µ µ ′ q fe Y0 e0 ed α ηBob ε1(ϕ)

0.3 0.45 0.5 1.22 10−6 0.5 0.01 0.2 0.1 10−7(5.2)

Table 1. Experimental parameters for numerical simulation. µ and µ ′ are the intensities of signal state and decoy state,

respectively; q is the basis alignment efficiency; fe is error correction inefficiency; Y0 is the background rate; e0 is the error rate

of the background; ed is the misalignment-error probability; α is the loss coefficient measured in dB/km; ηBob is the detection

efficiency in Bob’s side; ε1 is the failure probability for statistical fluctuation analysis and ϕ is the corresponding quantile.

Central limit theorem analysis method. According to Eqs. (1-3), to estimate the lower bound of secure key rate, we only

need to estimate the lower bound of ∆1 and the upper bound of e1. Taking into account statistical fluctuation, we still need

to analyze the lower bound of Qµ and the upper bounds of Qµ ′ and Eµ . In Refs.45, 46, based on the central limit theorem,

the distribution of the gain Q̂µ is well approximated by the normal distribution with the mean Qµ and standard deviation
√

Qµ(1−Qµ)/Ns given that Qµ denotes the true value of probability while Q̂µ , a random variable, denotes its statistical

estimate. Thus, the upper and lower bounds of the gain of signal state are, respectively, give by

Q̂
U,L
µ = Q̂µ ±ϕ

√

Q̂µ(1− Q̂µ)

Ns

. (6)

In the above equation, ϕ = Φ
−1(1− ε1) where Φ

−1 is the quantile function for the standard normal distribution. ε1 is the

security parameter and this means the probability that the bound is violated is not more than ε1. And ε1 can also be treated as

the failure probability for statistical fluctuation analysis. Similarly, we can obtain the upper and lower bounds of Qµ ′ and Eµ ,

Q̂
U,L
µ ′ = Q̂µ ′ ±ϕ

√

Q̂µ ′(1− Q̂µ ′)

Nd

,

Ê
U,L
µ = Êµ ±ϕ

√

Êµ(1− Êµ)

Ns

.

(7)

According to Eq. (3), if using the central limit theorem analysis method directly, we need the lower bound of Qµ and the

upper bounds of Qµ ′ and Eµ . At this point, this three bounds are simultaneously violated with the probability not more than

3ε1, i.e., the total failure probability ε ≤ 3ε1.

Normal approximation. Theorem 1.47 Let X be a normal random variable with positive mean µx, variance σ2
x and coefficient

of variation δx = σx/µx, such that 0 < δx < λ ≤ 1, where λ is a known constant. For every ε2 > 0, there exists γ(ε2) ∈
(0,

√

λ 2 −δ 2
x ) and also a normal random variable Y independent of X , with positive mean µy, variance σ2

y and coefficient of

variation δy = σy/µy that satisfy the conditions,

0 < δy ≤ γ(ε2)≤
√

λ 2 −δ 2
x < λ , (8)

for which the following result holds. Any z that belongs to the interval

I = [β −
σz

λ
,β +

σz

λ
], (9)

where β = µx/µy, and σz = β
√

δ 2
x +δ 2

y , satisfies that

|G(z)−FZ(z)|< ε2, (10)

where G(z) is the distribution function of a normal random variable with mean β , variance δ 2
z , and FZ is the distribution

function of Z = X/Y .

The proof of Theorem 1 can be obtained in Ref.47.

Results

The idea of our scheme. In Eq. (3), we find the ratio of two normal random variables, i.e., Z = Qµ ′/Qµ . Firstly, according

to Theorem 1, under the assumption that Qµ ′ and Qµ are independent of each other, we verify Z satisfies the conditions of

normal approximation and can be treated as a normal random variable. Secondly, the upper bound of Z and other bounds

involved in Eqs. (1-3) can be obtained by using central limit theorem analysis method. Finally, the above bounds are substituted

into Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), then the lower bound of secure key rate can be obtained. The experimental parameters21, 45–48 used for

simulation are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. The case of short distance (l = 50km,η = 10−2,N = 107). (a) fZ (black solid line) and estimated normal

approximation gZ (green dashed line); (b) corresponding ROC curve (solid line), ±0.03 band (dashed lines).
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Figure 2. The case of long distance (l = 100km,η = 10−3,N = 108). (a) fZ (black solid line) and estimated normal

approximation gZ (green dashed line); (b) corresponding ROC curve (solid line), ±0.03 band (dashed lines).

Verify that normal approximation is satisfied. We take two cases including short distance (l = 50km,η = 10−2,N = 107)
and long distance (l = 100km,η = 10−3,N = 108) to verify that Z = Qµ ′/Qµ satisfies the conditions of normal approximation

mentioned in Theorem 1. We select λ = 0.13, the corresponding ε2 = 10−13 which is sufficient for normal approximation47.

Let FZ be the true distribution function of Z and its corresponding density function is fZ . As the distribution function of

target normal distribution GZ and its corresponding density function is gZ . In order to measure the closeness of the normal

approximation, on the one hand, we compare the density function cures of fZ and gZ . On the other hand, the difference between

the distribution functions FZ and GZ is quantified by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve49. The ROC curve is the

plot of the function ROC(t) = F [G−1(t)] for t ∈ [0,1]. The ROC curve lies within the unit square, [0,1]× [0,1]. Closeness to

the 45◦ line, F(z) = G(z), indicates that the distributions being compared are close to each other, and viceversa, departures

from this line indicate differences between the distributions47. A pair of lines at a given distance from the equality line were

marked in the plots as a reference (eg. ±0.03).

The verification results are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Figure 1a and 2a show the curves of fZ and the above mentioned normal

approximation gZ ; the interval I is marked with asterisks over these curves that almost overlap everywhere, indicating that the

normal approximation is very close to fZ . Figure 1b and 2b show the corresponding ROC curve which practically overlaps the

45◦ line, indicating the closeness of these distributions. A band of an arbitrary width 0.03 is marked in dashes, above and below

the diagonal. Based on the above analysis results, Z = Qµ ′/Qµ can indeed be regarded as a normal random variable with the

probability not less than 1− ε2.
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Central limit theorem analysis method Our method

Qµ ′/Qµ R1 R2 Qµ ′/Qµ R1 R2

n 2(QL
µ ,Q

U
µ ′) 3(QL

µ ,Q
U
µ ′ ,E

U
µ ) 3(QL

µ ,Q
U
µ ′ ,E

U
µ ) 1(ZU ) 3(QL

µ ,Z
U ,EU

µ ) 2(ZU ,EU
µ )

ε 2ε1 3ε1 3ε1 ε1 + ε2 ≈ ε1 3ε1 + ε2 ≈ 3ε1 2ε1 + ε2 ≈ 2ε1

Table 2. The number of bounds involved n and the total failure probability ε when using the central limit theorem analysis

method and our method, respectively, to estimate the upper bound of Qµ ′/Qµ , the lower bound of secure key rate R1 or R2. U

and L denote the upper bound and lower bound, respectively. In the third row, outside the parentheses is the number of bounds

and inside are the details of the bounds involved.

Figure 3. The ratio of the gain of signal state and decoy state Qµ ′/Qµ as a function of transmission distance. The asymptotic

result, i.e., in the limit of infinite pulse number, is shown in the red solid line. The blue dashed lines and the green dash-dot lines

are the results for central limit theorem analysis method and our method with N = 10m where m = 7,8,9 (from top to bottom).

Comparison of total failure probability, the upper bound of Z = Qµ ′/Qµ and secure key rate. Using the experimental

parameters in Table 1, we compare the total failure probability, the upper bound Z = Qµ ′/Qµ and secure key rate in three

cases. The first case is the asymptotic result, i.e., in the limit of infinitely large number of pulses without statistical fluctuation.

In the second case, the central limit theorem analysis method is directly used to calculate the upper and lower bounds of all

observations, and then Eq. (1) or Eq. (2) is used to obtain the secure key rate. The third case is to adopt our method, that is, first

approximate Z = Qµ ′/Qµ as a normal random variable, then calculate the upper bound of Z together with other observations

using the central limit theorem analysis method and then substitute these values into Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). Finally, we get the

secure key rate through our method.

Table 2 shows the number of bounds involved n and the total failure probability ε when using central limit theorem method

and our method, respectively, to estimate the upper bound of Qµ ′/Qµ , the lower bound of secure key rate R1 or R2. U and L

denote the upper and lower bound, respectively. In the third row of Table 2, outside the parentheses is the number of bounds

and inside are the details of the bounds involved. The total failure probability is the sum of the failure probability for statistical

fluctuation analysis and the failure probability for normal approximation. ε1 is the failure probability when estimating the bound

of one observation for statistical fluctuation analysis and ε2 is the failure probability for normal approximation. In this paper,

ε1 = 10−7,ε2 = 10−13,ε1 ≫ ε2. Thus, we have ε = kε1 + ε2 ≈ kε1,k ∈ {1,2,3}. Table 2 shows that the number of bounds

involved and total failure probability with our method are not more than those of central limit theorem method, especially when

estimating the upper bound of Qµ ′/Qµ and the secure key rate R2 expressed by Eq. (2), even less than the latter method.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of the gain of signal state and decoy state Qµ ′/Qµ as a function of transmission distance. The

asymptotic result, i.e., in the limit of infinite pulse number, is shown in the red solid line. The blue dashed lines and the green

dash-dot lines are the results for central limit theorem analysis method and our method with N = 10m where m = 7,8,9 (from

top to bottom). Figure 3 shows that the upper bound of Qµ ′/Qµ with our method is tighter than using the central limit theorem

analysis method directly when keeping the number of pulses sent unchanged. This is because the number of bounds involved in

our method is smaller and can be closer to the asymptotic result under the same security parameters. Moreover, our method has

less total failure probability than the central limit theorem analysis method, as shown in Table 2.
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Figure 4. The secure key rate as a function of transmission distance. (a) the secure key rate R1 is expressed by Eq. (1); (b) the

secure key rate R2 is expressed by Eq. (2). The asymptotic result, i.e., in the limit of infinite pulse number, is shown in the red

solid line. The blue dashed lines and the green dash-dot lines are the results for central limit theorem analysis method and our

method with N = 10m where m = 7,8,9 (from left to right).

Figure 4 shows the secure key rate as a function of transmission distance. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) are the secure key rates R1

and R2 which are expressed by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respectively. The asymptotic result, i.e., in the limit of infinite pulse number,

is shown in the red solid line. The blue dashed lines and the green dash-dot lines are the results for central limit theorem

analysis method and our method with N = 10m where m = 7,8,9 (from left to right). Figure 4 shows that compared with

directly using the central limit theorem analysis method, our method has higher secure key rate and larger secure transmission

distance under the same number of pulses sent and security parameters. The advantages of our method are even more obvious,

especially in the case of small number of pulses sent (e.g., 107). In addition, our method has less total failure probability when

estimating the lower bound of secure key rate R2 expressed by Eq. (2), as shown in Table 2. Finally, the numerical simulation

results also verify that increasing the number of pulses sent, such as 109 or even larger, can indeed improve the secure key rate

and secure transmission distance, even close to the asymptotic result.

Conclusion and discussion

In summary, we propose a more efficient method to estimate the secure key rate based on the central limit theorem analysis

method and the theorem that the ratio of two independent normal random variables can be approximated as a normal random

variable under certain conditions. Our method reduces the number of bounds needed, decreases the estimation bias and improves

the estimation accuracy. The numerical simulation results show that compared with using the central limit theorem analysis

method directly, our method can significantly improve the secure key rate and transmission distance when taking into account

statistical fluctuation, especially in the case of small number of pulses (e.g., 107). However, for the sake of simplification,

it is assumed that the gain of signal state and that of decoy state are independent of each other in this paper. In fact, due to

the influence of light sources, detectors and other equipments, they are related in some ways, while they can still be regarded

as normal random variables. Therefore, in the next step, we will consider the correlation of the two gains and the normal

approximation problem of the ratio of two correlated normal random variables50–53, so as to further improve the accuracy and

practicability of the estimation.

Data availability

All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this published article.
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